Nom:……………………………………………….
Mon École Primaire:……………………………….

MON PASSEPORT
à Haydock High School

Salut!
Welcome to our French Transition Booklet!
There are many tasks here and on the attached sheets that are
fun and interesting. You can do these at home to practise or to
start your learning of French!
Do not worry if you have not done French before, you can select
tasks that suit your knowledge at this point. You can do as many
as you want to.
Your work can be on paper, a PowerPoint, a Word document whatever suits you. You can also print the sheets if you want to.
If you do not know some words, try to use Word Reference to
help or a French dictionary if you have one at home.
https://www.wordreference.com/
We are really looking forward to meeting you when you start
your French lessons! You can then bring the work in to show us!
Bonne chance!
Madame Giles, Madame Howard et Monsieur Mitchell

Preparation Learning – Y6 into Y7
Research and complete as many boxes as you can below.
Work on paper or type up! Shade them in when complete. Bring to school with you in September.
Do not worry about any you cannot do at this stage!
1

2

3

4

Personal
details

Say ’my name is
...’ in French.

Write your
name and age
in French.

Write a
paragraph
giving your
name, age and
birthday.

Numbers

1-10, spellings.

1-20, know
them English
to French and
French to
English.

Colours

Design a simple
picture and
label 5+ colours.
(eg flowers)

Find a French
picture and
label all
colours in
French.

1-30,
confident
when asked
out of order.
Show your
knowledge in a
creative way.
Make a colours
word search,
puzzle, card
sort, game to
practise
colours in
French.

Write a short
email about you
including your
name, age,
birthday, extra
details.
1-100,
demonstrate
you know the
higher numbers
and can spell
correctly.

Topic

Animals

Life In
France

Own category

Create 5
sentences in
French with
colour and noun.
(*word order
and adjective
agreement)
E.g. Le ciel est
bleu.
J’ai une pomme
verte.
5 animals:
Learn and spell In a creative
Research more
create match up 10 animals.
way show you
animal names in
game.
know 10-15
French. You
animals.
could make a
zoo!
Label a map of
Present 10 (or
Research a
Find out about a
France with
more) very
place in France custom or
towns, cities
interesting
we could
tradition in
and natural
facts about
consider for a France. It could
geographical
France.
school trip.
be a festival, a
features.
(NOT Paris or
game, an
Disneyland
historical
Paris.)
event…
You pick a topic area and show your knowledge in a creative and
interesting way.

